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Abstract
Production rate is an increasingly important factor in the deployment of metal additive manufacturing (AM) throughout industry.
To address the perceived low production rate of metal AM systems based on single-laser powder bed fusion (L-PBF), several
companies now offer systems in which melting has been parallelised by the introduction of multiple, independently controlled
laser beams. Nevertheless, a full set of studies is yet to be conducted to benchmark the efficiency ofmulti-laser systems and, at the
same time, to verify if the mechanical properties of components are compromised due to the increase in build rate. This study
addresses the described technology gaps and presents a 4-beam L-PBF system operating in “single multi” (SM) mode (SM-L-
PBF) where each of the four lasers is controlled so that it melts all of a particular components’ layers and produces specimens for
comparison with standard L-PBF specimens from the same machine. That is all four lasers making all of some of the parts were
compared to a single-laser manufacturing all of the parts. Build parameters were kept constant throughout the manufacturing
process and the material used was Inconel 625 (IN625). Stress-relieving heat treatment was conducted on As-built (AB)
specimens. Both AB and heat-treated (HT) specimen sets were tested for density, microstructure, tensile strength and hardness.
Results indicate that the stress-relieving heat treatment increases specimen ductility without compromising other mechanical
properties. SM-L-PBF has achieved a build rate of 14 cm3/h when four 200 W lasers were used to process IN625 at a layer
thickness of 30 μm. An increase in the build rate of 2.74 times (build time reduction: 63%) has been demonstrated when
compared to that of L-PBF, with little to no compromises in specimen mechanical properties. The observed tensile properties
exceed the American Society for TestingMaterials (ASTM) requirements for IN625 (by a margin of 22 to 26% in the 0.2% offset
yield strength). Average specimen hardness and grain size are in the same order as that reported in literatures. The study has
demonstrated that a multi-laser AM system opens up opportunities to tackle the impasse of low build rate in L-PBF in an
industrial setting and that at least when operating in single mode there is no detectable degradation in the mechanical and
crystallographic characteristics of the components produced.
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1 Introduction

Advances in material discovery and efficient manufacturing
are essential to the continued adoption of any new

manufacturing technology. In order to secure the future of
new innovations, methods which enable speedy material de-
velopment, with minimum waste and post-processing com-
bined with a reduced cost must be developed. Against this
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backdrop, additive manufacturing (AM) has been identified as
a disruptive manufacturing technique for the production of
net-shape metallic components [1]. Whilst traditional
manufacturing methods, such as machining and casting, will
remain important, AM offers many advantages in terms of
design freedom and material economy. Selective laser melting
(SLM) or laser powder bed fusion (L-PBF) is one of the metal
AM techniques beginning to achieve production uptake. L-
PBF is a metallic powder bed, laser-driven, layer-by-layer
process which utilises a scanning galvanometer system to di-
vert a process laser across a metallic powder bed in order to
create complex 3D components [2]. Despite the perceived
benefit of L-PBF, there is, however, an impasse due to the
low build rate [3] owing to the scanning mirror inertia in the
galvanometer [2]. Electron beam melting (EBM) is another
metal AM technique [4] posing a threat to the continued adop-
tion of commercial L-PBF. This technology has a major ad-
vantage in scan speed due to the utilisation of massless elec-
tromagnetic lenses to manipulate a material-processing elec-
tron beam [4]. This enables the EBM process to have a build
rate in the region of 80 cm3/h [1], which is currently beyond
the reach of any L-PBF system (single 200 W laser SLM
typical build rate, 5cm3/h [1]).

Multi-laser processing has been reported before, for exam-
ple, by Andani et al [5] when the team investigated spatter
formation, and by Li et al [6] when his group studied the
microstructure and mechanical properties of Ti-6Al-4V com-
ponents fabricated by multi-laser melting. However, experi-
ments are yet to be carried out to quantify the effectiveness of
multi-laser systems and, at the same time, to investigate if the
mechanical properties of specimens are compromised due to
the increase in build rate. This study aims to address the de-
scribed research gaps and present a study involving a multi-
laser L-PBF system for the processing of Inconel 625 (IN625).
The system is designed to improve the speed and build effi-
ciency of L-PBF systems to compete with the production
speed of EBM whilst maintaining the mechanical and micro-
structural properties of components. The multi-laser system
offers numerous advantages over the current crop of available
L-PBF systems. If multi-laser L-PBF is to be an industrially
acceptable process capable of the manufacture of regulated
components, then effects caused by the use of multiple laser
sources on component mechanical properties must be under-
stood. This paper investigates the effect of using multiple laser
beams for L-PBF. A 4-beam system was used to produce
specimens from IN625 powder with a layer thickness of 30
μm. Stress-relieving heat treatment was conducted to relieve
thermal residual stress on as-built (AB) specimens. Both AB
and heat-treated (HT) specimen sets were tested for density,
hardness, tensile strength and microstructure. Single-laser
specimen test results were compared to multi-laser results to
investigate any influence from the use of multiple laser
sources on mechanical properties.

2 Materials and Methods

This section describes the materials and methods used in this
study in the following order: equipment; L-PBF laser beam
arrangements; specimen type; powder properties; process op-
timisation method; heat treatment; mechanical testing
conditions.

2.1 Manufacturing Equipment

Specimens were manufactured using a L-PBF and a prototype
SM-L-PBF machine. The prototype machine has the same
basic configuration as a RenAM500Q (Renishaw, UK). The
machine has four individually controlled beam paths with
500 W modulated laser light at 1070 nm. Galvanometer scan-
ners are provided in each channel with each scanner being
inserted into a water-cooled aluminium housing. This housing
provides consistent cooling, maximising the pointing stability
of each laser channel. The light is delivered through an active
(no f-theta) focusing system to the powder bed ensuring con-
sistent 80 μm spot size over the 250 mm × 250 mm build area.
A point-based exposure strategy is used with a maximum
modulation rate of 25 k Hz (minimum exposure time is 40
μs) with a 10-μs resolution. Inert gas shielding is provided by
vacuum swing inert monitored to an accuracy of ± 10 ppm.
Gas filtering is performed using a dual-filter paper media filter
with high gas flow rate being maintained by a large capacity
180m3/h pumping system. Gas temperature is controlled using
a water-cooled heat exchanger in the gas stream (intercooler).
Positioning control of the laser beam is achieved using a 16-
bit digital scanning system providing spatial positioning and
temporal control. All data to drive the process is produced
using QuantAM (Renishaw, UK), a standard AM file produc-
tion software system which takes STL input producing MTT
control files in the usual manner. The MTT control files pro-
duced are subsequently handled on the machine by a laser
scheduling and control system which splits the MTT file pro-
ducing data streams to control each channel of the machine.
This architecture allows standard commercially available
build setup software to drive any number of lasers.

The characteristics described above are essential for the
successful implementation of multi-laser L-PBF, and the at-
tainment of these consistent process conditions for the appli-
cation of multi-laser L-PBF must not be underestimated. The
remainder of the machine characteristics are of little conse-
quence in this study and hence the reader is directed to refer-
ence [7] should further information be required.

2.2 Single- and Multi-Laser Selective Melting
Arrangement

Two different L-PBF arrangements were involved in this
study. Unlike in the single-laser powder bed fusion (L-PBF)
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setup, the multi-laser configuration has each specimen pro-
duced with an individual laser directed to it, this is the so-
called single-multi-laser powder bed fusion (SM-L-PBF)
mode. Table 1 gives details of the arrangements and Fig. 1
depicts the two different laser paths involved.

2.3 Specimen Type and Build Configuration

Two types of specimen were manufactured to investigate the
influence of the two laser arrangements, i.e. L-PBF and SM-
L-PBF, on mechanical properties. They are the 10 mm ×
10 mm × 10 mm cubes and Ø 14 mm × 100 mm cylinders,
hereafter referred to as cubes and cylinders. Table 2 describes
the specimen types and the mechanical testing which they are
designed for, whilst Fig. 2 depicts the build configuration of
specimens across the L-PBF machine processing area.

2.4 Feedstock Powder

The IN625 powder used for both L-PBF and SM-L-PBF is
standard gas atomised powder material supplied by Renishaw
with characteristics indicated in Table 3.

2.5 Process Optimisation

Process optimisation was conducted on In718 and transferred
to In625 for this study. The process window was identified by
building 10 mm × 10 mm × 10 mm cubes and evaluating their
optical density. Subsequently, a half-factorial design of exper-
iments (DOE) methodology was used to optimise the process
window. The DOE was developed in Minitab® 17 (Minitab
Inc., USA) over four process variables; power, point distance,
exposure time, and hatch distance, in accordance with the
Renishaw DOE manual.

2.6 Heat Treatment

L-PBF manufactured components suffer from thermal residu-
al stress [9] and annealing was carried out to relieve the stress
[10]. AB cubes and cylinders form L-PBF and SM-L-PBF
builds were heat-treated in a vacuum furnace at 1048 ± 10
°C for 60 min, with a heating rate of 9 °C/min under 1 ×
10-4 mbar to 1 × 10-6 mbar. The holding time was in accor-
dance with industrial common practice of 1 h per inch of
maximum cross section [11]. HT specimens were then cooled
in the furnace to room temperature at 1 bar argon gas pressure.

2.7 Automated Polishing

To facilitate rapid and consistent production of specimens,
automated polishing was used. AB and HT cubes from L-
BPF and SM-L-PBF were automatically polished using a
Buehler Automet™ 250 grinder polisher (Buehler, USA) to
20 nm surface finish with the use of non-crystallising colloidal
silica.

2.8 Optical Density Testing

Optical density testing was carried out on AB and HT cubes
from L-PBF and SM-L-PBF by inspection using a
SmartScope® ZIP 300 (OGP, UK) optical CMM. Twenty
images of each cube were taken, stitched together, threshold
applied to generate binary images, and pixel counted to reveal
the metallurgical porosity of the specimens. This method is
able to detect pores of 14 μm in diameter.

Table 1 The two different L-PBF
arrangements involved in this
study

Arrangement Number of lasers Laser type(max. power) Wavelength (λ)

L-PBF 1 200 W, modulated (500 W) 1070 nm

SM-L-PBF 4 200 W, modulated (500 W) 1070 nm

Fig. 1 L-PBF and SM-L-PBF laser paths schematic
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2.9 Microstructure Evaluation

Electron backscattered diffraction (EBSD) allows the mea-
surement of the crystal orientation and grain size of the spec-
imens. An AB and HTcube from L-PBF and SM-L-PBF were
examined in three principle directions, i.e. the XY, XZ and YZ
planes, with the Z direction being the L-PBF build direction.
Specimens were prepared with standard metallographic
methods, including auto-grinding and auto-polishing. Hot
mounting with conductive resin was carried out on the spec-
imens following polishing. EBSD measurements were per-
formed using a Helios 600i NanoLab ™ (FEI Company,
USA), dual FIB/SEM equipped with a DigiView ™system
(EDAX, USA) and Orientation Imaging Microscopy (OIM)
data collection and analysis software (EDAX, USA).
Specimens were tilted to 70° to the incident beam and mea-
surements were recorded using an acceleration voltage of 20
kV, 5.5 nA beam current and step size of 5 μm.

2.10 Tensile Testing

Tensile testing was carried out on AB and HT cylinders from
L-PBF and SM-L-PBF in accordance with the ASTM stan-
dard E8/E8M [12], using an Instron® 5984 tensile testing
machine (Instron, USA) equipped with a UKAS calibrated
100 kN load cell and an Instron® extensometer (Instron,
USA). The Ø 14 mm × 100 mm cylinders were machined
down to Ø 6 mm × 100 mm and tests were conducted using
strain rates of 0.005 min-1 (start to yield point) and 0.05 min-1

(yield point to failure) with the experiments being logged and
controlled using the Bluehill® 3.76 software (Instron, USA).

2.11 Vickers Hardness Testing

Vickers hardness testing was carried out on the polished AB
and HT cubes from L-PBF and SM-L-PBF builds in accor-
dance with ASTM standard E92 [13] using a Wilson®
VH3100 (Buehler, USA) semi-automatic tester. Indentations
were made in a 4 × 3 array into the surface of polished cubes.
These indentations were measured using a UKAS calibrated
HV0.5 kg load cell and a DiaMet™ (Buehler, USA) hardness
testing software.

3 Experimental Results

Experimental data from each of the L-PBF and SM-L-PBF
AB and HT specimen sets are presented in the following or-
der: optimised parameters; optical density; microstructure;
tensile strength; Vickers hardness.

3.1 Single-Laser Powder Bed Fusion

The following section presents results of AB and HT speci-
mens manufactured by laser powder bed fusion (L-PBF) with
a single laser operating alone with no other lasers firing in the
machine chamber.

3.1.1 Optimised Parameters

Table 4 gives the L-PBF build parameters and build statistics
of the L-PBF build depicted in Fig. 2.

Table 2 Specimen type and
corresponding mechanical testing Specimen type Mechanical Testing

10 mm × 10 mm × 10 mm cube Optical density, Vickers hardness, microstructure

Ø 14 mm × 100 mm cylinder Tensile

(a) isometric view showing build (b) top view (sample numbers refer

to cubes only)

Fig. 2 L-PBF and SM-L-PBF
build setup. Build plate
dimension is 250 mm × 250 mm.
a Isometric view showing build, b
top view (sample numbers refer to
cubes only)
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3.1.2 Optical Density

Figure 3 shows the optical density result. It shows no trend in
density variation across eight specimens within either AB or
HT cubes, or between AB and HT cubes. Both sets have an
average specimen bulk density of 99.99% (2 d.p).

3.1.3 Microstructure

Figures 4, 5 and 6 show the EBSD results of L-PBF cubes in
the XY, XZ and YZ planes. Figures 4a and b are the unique
grain colour maps of the AB and HT XY cubes. Figures 4 c
and d are the inverse pole figures of the AB and HTXY cubes.
These two plots show that there is a preferred <001> crystal-
lographic orientation parallel to the L-PBF build direction, i.e.
the direction of growth. Figures 4e and f are the grain size
distributions of the AB and HT XY cubes. These two plots
indicate that most of the grain diameters are in the order of 10–
100 μm. Figure 5 is the EBSD result for the AB and HTcubes

in XZ plane whilst Fig. 6 is that of the YZ plane. Results in
these two planes are similar and will be presented together in
this paragraph. Figures 5 and 6 a and b are the unique grain
colour maps of the AB and HT XZ and YZ cubes. These four
figures show that the columnar grains show a preferential
growth direction parallel to the L-PBF build direction.
Figures 5 and 6 c and d are the inverse pole figures of the
AB and HT XZ and YZ cubes. Discrete intensity maxima in
the <001> crystallographic orientation can be observed in
both north and south poles of the four figures. This observa-
tion supports the argument which postulates that the preferen-
tial growth direction is parallel to the L-PBF build direction.
Figures 5 and 6 e and f are the grain size distributions of the
AB and HT XZ and YZ cubes. The two plots indicate that
most of the grain diameters are of the order of 10 to 100 μm.

3.1.4 Tensile Strength

Table 5 and Fig. 7 summarise the tensile behaviour of the L-
PBF AB and HT cylinders. The standard error values of the
ultimate tensile strength (UTS), 0.2% offset yield strength

Table 3 Characteristics of IN625
powders used in this study [8] Parameter Value

Metallic powder IN625

Chemistry Nickel balanced, chromium 20 to 23%, molybdenum 8 to 10%, iron < 5%, niobium
3.15 to 4.15%, cobalt < 1%, copper < 0.5%, manganese < 0.5%, silicon < 0.5%,
aluminium < 0.4%, titanium < 0.4%, carbon < 0.15%, tantalum < 0.05%, nitrogen <
0.02%, oxygen < 0.02%, phosphorus < 0.015%, sulphur < 0.015%

Bulk density 8.44 g/cm3

Average tap density 6.17 g/cm3

Mean size
distribution D10

21.8 μm

Mean size
distribution D50

32 μm

Mean size
distribution D90

46.5 μm

Table 4 Optimised L-PBF build parameters and build statistics

Laser parameters

Parameter Value

Powder layer thickness (μm) 30

Peak power (W) 200

Exposure time (μs) 70

Spot size (full-width-half-maximum) (μm) 80

Point distance (μm) 70

Hatch distance (μm) 90

Build statistics

Parameter Value

Specimen type Cube, cylinder

Specimen volume processed (cm3) 262

Build time (rounded to nearest hour) 52

Build rate (cm3/h) 5 Fig. 3 Optical density of the AB and HT specimens manufactured by L-
PBF
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(YS) and elongation within both AB and HT sets were insig-
nificant when compared to their average values; this shows
that the specimen sets had similar tensile behaviour within
each set. Figure 7 depicts that the HTset has lower UTS, lower
0.2% offset YS and greater elongation when compared to
those of the AB set.

3.1.5 Vickers Hardness

Figure 8 gives the hardness of the L-PBF AB and HT cubes.
The average AB and HTVickers hardness values were 261.91
HV0.5 (2 d.p) and 269.97 HV0.5 (2 d.p). HV0.5 is the unit in
which 0.5 indicates the load used in kgf. Average standard

(a) Unique grain colour map, AB (b) Unique grain colour map, HT

(c) Inverse pole figure, AB (d) Inverse pole figure, HT

(e) Inverse pole figure, AB (f) Inverse pole figure, HT

Fig. 4 L-PBF EBSD results—XY plane. a Unique grain colour map, AB; b unique grain colour map, HT; c inverse pole figure, AB; d inverse pole
figure, HT; e inverse pole figure, AB; (f) inverse pole figure, HT
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(a) Unique grain colour map, AB (b) Unique grain colour map, HT

(c) Inverse pole figure, AB (d) Inverse pole figure, HT

(e) Inverse pole figure, AB (f) Inverse pole figure, HT

Fig. 5 L-PBF EBSD results—XZ plane. a Unique grain colour map, AB; b unique grain colour map, HT; c inverse pole figure, AB; d inverse pole
figure, HT; e inverse pole figure, AB; f inverse pole figure, HT
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(a) Unique grain colour map, AB (b) Unique grain colour map, HT

(c) Inverse pole figure, AB (d) Inverse pole figure, HT

(e) Inverse pole figure, AB (f) Inverse pole figure, HT

Fig. 6 L-PBF EBSD results—YZ plane. a Unique grain colour map, AB; b unique grain colour map, HT; c inverse pole figure, AB; d inverse pole
figure, HT; e inverse pole figure, AB; f inverse pole figure, HT
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error (error bars in plot) calculated for the AB and HTset were
2.77 (2 d.p) and 2.74 (2 d.p). Comparison between AB and
HT specimen sets in the figure shows that some specimens
have greater hardness after heat treatment.

3.2 Single-Multi Laser Powder Bed Fusion

The following section presents the results of AB and HTspec-
imens manufactured by laser powder bed fusion (L-PBF) with
four lasers firing in the machine chamber.

3.2.1 Optimised Parameters

Table 6 gives the SM-L-PBF build parameters and statistics of
the SM-L-PBF build depicted in Fig. 2.

3.2.2 Optical Density

Figure 9 shows no trend in density variation across eight spec-
imens within either AB or HTcubes, and between AB and HT
cubes. Both sets have an average specimen bulk density of
99.99% (2 d.p).

3.2.3 Microstructure

Figures 10, 11 and 12 show the EBSD results of SM-L-PBF
cubes. Figures 10, 11 and 12a and b are the unique grain
colour maps of the AB and HT cubes in the XY, XZ and YZ

planes. Figures 10, 11 and 12 c and d are the inverse pole
figures of the AB and HT cubes in the three planes. These
SM-L-PBF results show the same key features as those of
the L-PBF described in Section 3.1.3: (1) the <001> crystal-
lographic orientation patterns of the AB/HT XY, XZ and YZ
plane datasets indicate that the microstructure has a preferen-
tial grain growth direction parallel to the build direction, and
(2) the grain diameters are of the order of 10 to 100 μm.

3.2.4 Tensile Strength

Table 7 and Fig. 13 summarise the tensile behaviour of the
SM-L-PBFAB and HTcylinders. The standard error values of
the UTS, 0.2% offset yield and elongation in both AB and HT
sets were insignificant when compared to their average values,
this showed that the specimen sets had similar tensile behav-
iour within each set. Figure 12 depicts that the HT set has
lower UTS, lower 0.2% offset YS and greater elongation
when compared to those of the AB set.

3.2.5 Vickers Hardness

Figure 14 gives the hardness of the SM-L-PBF AB and HT
cubes. The average AB and HT Vickers hardness values were
found to be 284.25 HV0.5 (2 d.p) and 271.08 HV0.5 (2 d.p).
Average standard error (error bars in plot) calculated for the
AB and HT set were 2.35 (2dp) and 2.25 (2 d.p). Comparison

Table 5 AB and HT specimen average tensile behaviour. Data rounded to 3 s.f

Specimen UTS/MPa UTS standard error/MPa 0.2% offset YS/MPa 0.2% offset YS standard
error/MPa

Elongation/% Elongation standard error/%

AB cylinders 901 1.03 619 0.734 56.7 0.0971

HT cylinders 841 0.574 523 0.425 68.5 0.150

Fig. 8 Vickers hardness of the AB andHTspecimensmanufactured by L-
PBF

Fig. 7 Tensile strength of the AB and HT specimens manufactured by L-
PBF
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between AB and HT specimen sets in the figure shows a
general reduction in hardness after heat treatment.

4 Discussion

In this section, analyses on mechanical properties for the L-
PBF and SM-L-PBF, AB and HT specimen sets are made.
Comparisons between L-PBF and SM-L-PBF are only made
on HT specimens as only stress-relieved components are used
in commercial applications with IN625.

4.1 Optical Density

The four L-PBF/SM-L-PBF, AB/HT datasets have an average
specimen density of 99.99% (2 d.p). Variations in density
between the AB and HT sets, in both L-PBF and SM-PBF,
are all less than 0.01%, this implies that the heat treatment

process carried out in this study did not influence specimen
density. The density result achieved in this study is on a par
with or exceeds values reported (98.5 to 99.5%) in the litera-
ture on L-PBF IN625 specimens [14].

4.2 Microstructure

Figures 4, 5 and 6 a–f and Figs. 10, 11 and 12 a–f show that
both the stress-relieving heat treatment and the multi-laser
arrangements have little to no effect on the microstructure of
the specimens. The unique grain colour maps and the inverse
pole figures of the XY, XZ and YZ planes in the AB/HT, L-
PBF/SM-PBF datasets demonstrate that the preferred crystal-
lographic orientation of columnar grains growth is parallel to
the L-PBF build direction. This observation is in line with
other experimental results in the literature [15]. Results show
that the grain size from the AB/HT, L-PBF/SM-L-PBF
datasets is of the order of 10 to100 μm. This grain size range
also matches other experimental results reported in the litera-
ture [16].

4.3 Tensile Strength

Variation in the standard error values between the four L-PBF,
SM-L-PBF, AB and HT data sets were insignificant. This
shows that the specimen sets have similar tensile behaviour
within each set. The cylinders were built in the configuration
described in Fig. 2. The build layout and the low CV values
indicate that the specimen tensile strength is independent of
build location across the machine processing area. Figure 7
depicts that the L-PBF HT set has lower UTS, lower 0.2%
offset YS and greater elongation when compared to those of
the L-PBF AB set. It is thought that these HT cylinders were
more ductile when compared to the AB cylinders. Similar to
the tensile behaviour in L-PBF, Fig. 13 depicts that the SM-L-
PBF HT set also has lower UTS, lower 0.2% offset YS and
greater elongation when compared to those of the SM-L-PBF
AB set.

The increase in ductility is attributed to the heat treatment
process carried out in this study. L-PBF manufactured speci-
mens suffer from thermal residual stress and melted areas
were plastically deformed and work-hardened under stress
[17, 18]. Heat treatment relieves thermal residual stress.
Thus, HT cylinders are easier to deform when compared to
AB cylinders. This results in greater strain under the same
level of stress, lower UTS, 0.2% offset YS and greater elon-
gation before fracture, when compared to AB cylinders.

Table 8 is compiled by drawing data from Tables 5 and 7
and both ASTM B564 and B446 standards [19, 20]. Results
show that the tensile behaviour of L-PBF HT and SM-L-PBF
HT cylinders are comparable. The percentage differences on
UTS, 0.2% YS and elongation and between the L-PBF HT
and SM-L-PBF HT cylinders are 1.7%, 3.2% and 1.2%

Table 6 Optimised SM-L-PBF build parameters and build statistics

Laser parameters

Parameter Value

Powder layer thickness (μm) 30

Peak power (W) 200

Exposure time (μs) 70

Spot size (full-width-half-maximum) (μm) 80

Point distance (μm) 70

Hatch distance (μm) 90

Build statistics

Parameter Value

Specimen type Cube, cylinder

Specimen volume processed (cm3) 262

Build time (rounded to nearest hour) 19

Build rate (cm3/h) 14

Fig. 9 Optical density of the AB and HT cubes manufactured by SM-L-
PBF
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respectively. Although only by a small margin, SM-L-PBF
HT cylinders appear to have lower UTS and 0.2% offset YS,

and greater elongation when compared to L-PBF HT cylin-
ders. This suggests that the L-PBF cylinders had greater

(a) Unique grain colour map, AB (b) Unique grain colour map, HT

(c) Inverse pole figure, AB (d) Inverse pole figure, HT

(e) Grain size distribution, AB (e) Grain size distribution, HT

Fig. 10 SM-L-PBF EBSD results—XYplane. aUnique grain colour map, AB; b unique grain colour map, HT; c inverse pole figure, AB; d inverse pole
figure, HT; e grain size distribution, AB; f grain size distribution, HT
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(a) Unique grain colour map, AB (b) Unique grain colour map, HT

(c) Inverse pole figure, AB (d) Inverse pole figure, HT

(e) Inverse pole figure, AB (f) Inverse pole figure, HT

Fig. 11 SM-L-PBF EBSD results—XZ plane; aUnique grain colour map, AB; b unique grain colour map, HT; c inverse pole figure, AB; d inverse pole
figure, HT; e inverse pole figure, AB; f inverse pole figure, HT
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residual tensile stress. As the average processed layer time in a
L-PBF build is greater than that of a SM-L-PBF build, the

time interval for any component to be worked by the laser is
greater in L-PBF. This is believed to have led to a longer

(a) Unique grain colour map, AB (b) Unique grain colour map, HT

(c) Inverse pole figure, AB (d) Inverse pole figure, HT

(e) Inverse pole figure, AB (f) Inverse pole figure, HT

Fig. 12 SM-L-PBF EBSD results—YZ plane. aUnique grain colour map, AB; b unique grain colour map, HT; c inverse pole figure, AB; d inverse pole
figure, HT; e inverse pole figure, AB; f inverse pole figure, HT
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cooling time between layers for the L-PBF cylinders.
Moreover, Table 8 also shows that L-PBF and SM-L-PBF
HT cylinders tensile properties either meet or exceed the ten-
sile requirements set out by ASTM standards on IN625 com-
ponents manufactured by conventional methods.

4.4 Vickers Hardness

All cubes from the four L-PBF/SM-L-PBF and AB/HT
datasets involved in hardness test underwent 12 hardnessmea-
surements on the Vickers hardnessmachine. The average stan-
dard error (error bar in Figs. 8 and 14) of all four datasets is
less than 2.8%. The low standard error values imply that the
hardness measurements are consistent.

Figure 8 shows that L-PBF/SM-L-PBF AB and HT cubes
have similar hardness. The maximum difference in hardness
between the L-PBF/SM-L-PBF AB and HT cube is less than
7%. Results also show that the hardness property of L-PBF
HT and SM-L-PBF HT cubes are comparable, the difference
in their average Vickers hardness is less than 1% (data from
Sections 3.1.5 and 3.2.5). In addition, the average hardness
achieved in this study is in the same order, 280HV0.5, of that
reported in literature on L-PBF nickel alloy specimens [21].

When compared to the AB/HT SM-L-PBF dataset (Fig.
14), the AB/HT L-PBF dataset (Fig. 8) shows that the hard-
ness values scatter more across the eight cube samples.
Figure 2 shows that cube 1 to 8 were built directly on the build

plate alongside the cylinders, whilst cubes 9 to 16 were built
on top of the cylinders. The inter-layer laser melting time
interval for cubes 1 to 8 was different from that of cubes 9
to 16, as there were 24 components to process when cubes 1 to
8 were manufactured (8 cubes and 16 cylinders) whilst there
were only 8 to process when cube 9–16 were manufactured (8
cubes only). Although this situation was the same for both L-
PBF and SM-L-PBF, the inter-layer time interval was less in
SM-L-PBF as there were four material processing lasers. It is
thought that the greater time interval in L-PBF might have
played a role affecting the hardness in the cubes, leading to
greater variation when compared to that of the SM-L-PBF
dataset.

4.5 Build Rate

Results show that, for an IN625 build at 30-μm layer thick-
ness, the build rate of SM-L-PBF arrangement is 14 cm3/h
whilst that of the L-PBF is 5 cm3/h. The SM-L-PBF build rate
is 2.74 times higher, and the production time saved due to the
high throughput of the SM-L-PBF system is 63% (Tables 4
and 6). In this study, there are four lasers in the SM-L-PBF
mode and one in L-PBF. Although laser melting can be con-
ducted more effectively with the multi-laser arrangement, the
time consumed in the powder deposition step stays the same.
The proportion of powder deposition time in the total build

Table 7 AB and HT specimen average tensile behaviour. Data are rounded to 3 s.f

Specimen UTS/MPa UTS standard
error/MPa

0.2 % offset YS
standard error/MPa

Offset YS standard
error/MPa

Elongation/% Elongation
standard error/%

AB cylinders 864 0.700 585 0.393 58.6 0.100

HT cylinders 827 0.726 507 0.493 69.3 0.0750

Fig. 14 Vickers hardness of the AB and HT specimens manufactured by
SM-L-PBF

Fig. 13 Tensile strength of the AB and HT specimens manufactured by
SM-L-PBF
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time in this study was particularly significant, as a thin powder
layer of 30-μm thickness was used. As a result, the reduction
in build time observed is less than the expected 75%.

It should be noted that metal AM build rate is material and
processing parameter dependent. For example, the
RenAM500Q machine build rate reported in this study is
14cm3/h when four 200 W lasers were used to process
IN625 at a layer thickness of 30 μm (Table 6). On another
occasion, when processing AlSi10Mg with four 500 W lasers
at a layer thickness of 60 μm, the build rate achieved was 77
cm3/h [22] (the RenAM 500Q is capable of achieving 150
cm3/h [23]). Moreover, this study does not aim to showcase
the maximum material processing speed of the SM-L-PBF
arrangement, but to demonstrate: (1) the fine control on me-
chanical properties through an optimised build parameter set,
and (2) the increase in build rate of the SM-L-PBF arrange-
ment when compared to that of the L-PBF.

5 Conclusions

IN625 specimens have been manufactured using a
RenAM500Q machine with L-PBF and SM-L-PBF options.
Stress-relieving heat treatment was carried out on half of the
specimens. Optical density, microstructure, tensile behaviour
and Vickers hardness of all laser configuration AB and HT
specimens were evaluated. Results show that the SM-L-PBF
system achieved a build rate of 14 cm3/h when processing
IN625 at a powder layer thickness of 30 μm. The increase in
build rate when compared to that of L-PBF is 2.74 times
without compromising the mechanical behaviour and micro-
structure of the specimens. The stress-relieving heat treatment
improves ductility of specimens across the board without
compromising density or changing microstructure markedly.
For all four L-PBF/SM-L-PBF and AB/HT datasets, average
specimen density is above 99.99%, which is on par with or
exceed the value reported in literature [14]. Average tensile
behaviour including UTS, 0.2% offset YS and elongation all
exceeds ASTM requirements for IN625 specimens [19, 20].
Average specimen hardness and grain size are in the same
order of that reported in literature (280HV0.5 [21], 10
to100 μm [16]).

This study has addressed the research gaps by proposing an
experimental design to benchmark the efficiency of a multi-
laser system, and demonstrating that the mechanical

properties of specimens are not compromised when each spec-
imen was manufactured by a single laser. Nevertheless, this
may not be the case where multiple lasers are directed to melt
individual specimen, thus more in-depth follow-up studies are
required. This study has demonstrated that a multi-laser AM
system opens up opportunities to tackle the impasse of low
build rate in L-PBF in an industrial setting.
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